
Viewing a property 
before you rent
It’s important you learn as much as you can 

about a property before you move in. Follow our 

guidelines to ensure you choose the property 

that’s perfect for you.
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Things to remember before your viewing

Coordinate your schedules. Make sure everyone who will be living in the property can view it. This ensures you are able to make a choice 

together and take everyone’s feelings into account.

Take your time and don’t rush! When you meet with your letting agent they will usually take you round several properties in one day, along with 

several other groups of students. Don’t feel pressured to make a snap decision. Instead, try to look at as many properties as you can. Also, feel 

free to ask as many questions as you like. Your letting agent is there to support you make the right choice for you, so 

don’t be shy if this is the first time you’re viewing a property. This will help you make an informed choice.

Don’t rely on first impressions only. No matter how tempting, don’t rush your decision. If you had a great feeling 

when viewing that afternoon, when the sun was shining, great, but feel free to ask for a second viewing with 

your letting agent on a different day. Estate agents are happy to show a property more than once and it’s good 

for you to check that this is the right place for you.

Know your budget. Whether you’re renting alone or in a group, it’s important to choose within your budget. Find 

out, if the rent is per week or per month, if utility bills are included and if they’re not (which is often the case 

and no problem at all), what average cost you can expect a month. If the property is further away from the 

universities and higher education colleges, then you’ll need to find out about commuting options and costs. 

Don’t be afraid to ask questions. If you’re concerned about anything we haven’t covered here, however 

small, make sure you ask the letting agent about it. Don’t be shy; it’s in your best interests to learn as much as 

you can before coming to a conclusion and your letting agent will be happy to help you. 
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Check the inside of the property. Look at all the walls, ceilings and windows for signs of damp (which can 

cause serious health problems if untreated). These include flaking paint and wallpaper, a musty smell and 

patches of black mould.

Your letting agent will have checked the property for such key issues beforehand, but it’s good to be aware of the 

signs and don’t forget these things can be fixed up. 

You should also check that taps and smoke alarms are working (or present) and that there are enough electrical sockets for your 

purposes. All the sockets and electrical items should be in good condition, with no loose parts or exposed cables.

Make sure you know what you’re getting. Ask your letting agent what the property comes with, such as furniture, curtains, kitchen appliances, 

utensils and an internet connection. You may not be able to redecorate or add shelves or posters to your property, so check this as well. 

If the property is being advertised as a student house, each student is entitled to a desk and chair.

Take your own pictures. This serves two purposes; it helps you remember individual properties later, and highlight problems in a property like 

damp or property damage. However, always ask before you take photos. The current tenant may not appreciate you, a complete stranger, taking 

pictures of their home, so check with your letting agent about pics before bringing your camera.  

Inside the property
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Check the outside of the property. Look out for leaking pipes or gutters, and make sure that all the doors and windows 

open and close properly. If there’s a garden, ask who’s responsible for it, and if there are any garden tools available.

Learn about the area. Ask your letting agent about transport links (a must if you’re some distance from your place 

of learning, since you’ll want to budget your commute expenses into your monthly costs). You should also ask about 

other amenities like corner shops, doctor’s surgeries, leisure and community centres and pubs.

Outside the property

Beware of burglars. Burglars often target houses in student areas; they contain various high value 

goods and the occupants can forget to lock doors and windows. Factor this into your

decision and find out what your property’s security is. Many stuent properties

have burglar alarms, but you can’t just assume this, so ask your letting agent,

while you’re there.

The area should also be well-lit, and if it’s on a main road this gives it some

added security.
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What’s the area like? 

What is the area known for?

What public transport is in walking distance and how frequent are they?

What shops are nearby? Are there any community centres or leisure centres 

nearby? Are there any area specific events throughout the year?

What’s the cost of commute to your local supermarket?  £

How long has the property been on the market? 

Student lets often go quickly during the peak letting period, so you need to act 

fast, but also understand how popular a property is.

Have you made notes?

To help jog your memory make notes of your first impression of the property and 

the answers to your questions.

Do you want a second viewing?  YES   NO

Being keen on a property is great and even if you’re 100% sure, it’s always good 

to have a second viewing to see the property at a different time of day. Even with 

speed being a factor for student lets, you can often arrange a swift second viewing 

with your letting agent and even arrange your application during this viewing.  

Synchronize your schedules

Make sure everyone you’re moving in with can come to the viewing.

What’s included in the property? 

What items are included in the furnished option?

Is there a burglar alarm?    YES   NO

Are utility bills on top or included?   ON TOP  INCLUDED

Is the rent per week or per month?   PER WEEK  PER MONTH

Total Costs

What’s the monthly average of utility bills?    £

What energy rating does the property have? And what can you expect during the 

winter months?

Is there a discount for the summer months (typically July and August)?

How much will the daily commute cost you?   £

In a house share, how much will each individual pay?  £

Courtesy of Quantum Estate Agents, here’s a handy checklist to take along to your property viewings. 

Student lets checklist
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